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Planning After the Election:  

What to Expect Under President-Elect Trump 
 

(Original article prepared by WealthCounsel.  

Used by permission, edited and modified by James W. Garrett, Esq.)  

 

 
On January 20, 2017, Donald Trump will become the 45th President of the United States. 
Earlier in January, the Senate and House will convene with Republican majorities. How 
you update and manage your estate plan and financial plan under the Republican 
controlled Congress and Presidency can make a significant difference in your tax burdens 
and the way your wealth continues to accumulate. We’re here to help guide you during this 
time of transition and change. 
  
We are monitoring the situation vigilantly, and we are already strategizing for a wide range 
of potential tax and regulatory changes in order to provide you with the best possible 
advice about any changes to your estate plan. 
  
Let’s look briefly at how some of the preliminary details of President-elect Trump’s 
proposals could affect your estate. 
  
Donald Trump’s Proposals 
  
Donald Trump has proposed across-the-board reforms in the tax codes, and while he 
promises to close up some loopholes, the general trajectory of his proposals is toward 
lowering taxes overall.  
  
You can find the details of his tax plan on his website, but the most pertinent points are: 
  

 Lowering income tax rates across the board, including significant raises to the 
standard deductions 

 Reducing the number of individual income tax brackets from 7 to 3, with a maximum 
tax rate of 33 percent (down from 39.6% today) 

 Reducing the business tax rate from 35 percent to 15 percent 
 Eliminating the estate tax. 

  
Remember that any change to the tax laws requires Congressional approval and won’t 
happen automatically. In spite of Republicans being in control of the Presidency and 
Congress, there will still be negotiation and compromise reflected in the “final” tax law that 
comes out of Washington. And remember, the rules are only “final” until the government 
decides to change them again. This is one reason you will want to remain in contact with us 
as 2017 begins. 

https://www.donaldjtrump.com/policies/tax-plan
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Recommendations, assuming President-elect Trump’s agenda is put into law: 
  

 Be cautiously optimistic. The elimination of the estate tax in particular is likely 
to be welcome news if you have higher net worth (or even if you are on your way 
there), but this proposal may be subject to opposition or compromise in Congress. 
This compromise could range from a “sunset” provision to gradual phase-in or 
something else entirely. We’ll have to wait and see. Don’t assume that the “death tax” 
is automatically gone on Day 1 of the Trump Presidency.  

 It’s more than taxes. Although taxes have long had top billing in many 
conversations about estate planning, the real reasons for estate planning remain, no 
matter who is in the White House and Congress. This includes planning for medical 
or financial decisions during incapacity, directing your financial legacy to your 
intended beneficiaries, asset protection, and more. No matter how hard Congress 
may try, they can’t seem to legislate away lawsuits, wasteful spending by young 
beneficiaries, and other issues that can be overcome through proper planning. The 
great news is that we might soon be able to focus our time with you on these issues 
almost entirely. 

 Stay tuned for updates. As tax and regulatory reform starts being fleshed out in 
Washington and ultimately enacted, we will provide recommendations to you. 

  
Preparing your Estate for the Next Administration 
  
With all the volatility surrounding this now-concluded election cycle, the only thing of 
which we can be certain is change. Regardless of who you supported, any election requires 
you to take some action to protect yourself.  Depending on your circumstances, there may 
be actions that need to be taken now, some that might need to wait, and some that need to 
be back burnered until we know the “final” tax rules that come from President Trump and 
the Republican Congress.  
  
As always, we are here to help. Give us a call today to schedule an appointment.  
 
This newsletter is for informational purposes only and is not intended to be construed as written advice about a Federal tax 

matter. Readers should consult with their own professional advisors to evaluate or pursue tax, accounting, financial, or legal 

planning strategies.  
 


